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Implications of above work :  
 
 
Most high speed semiconductor laser transmitters deployed in fiber optic networks today are directly intensity 
modulated;   
 
Prof. Lau provided, over a period of more than two decades: 
 
• A   fundamental understanding of dynamics and bandwidth limitations of directly modulated laser diodes by 

reducing the hitherto complex relationship between laser modulation bandwidth to numerous device and  
operational parameters, to just three (3) fundamental irreducible device and material parameters[1,8,9]above, 
namely, i) differential optical gain of the laser medium, ii) photon density in the laser cavity, iii) photon 
lifetime.   In deriving this simple relationship,  Prof. Lau provides insight  for the understanding of superior 
direct modulation properties of advanced laser diodes, namely, those which can be attained through a high 
differential optical gain, - achievable with quantum well or strained layer materials. Most, if not all high speed 
semiconductor laser transmitters deployed today are constructed from these advanced materials. 

 
• Prof. Lau performed first experimental investigation and development of an analytic approach for predicting 

fundamental limits in analog distortion characteristics of subcarrier directly modulated laser diodes [2,4]above, 
paving the way for  further developments in the now-widely employed pre-distortion linearization techniques, 
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system-level designs, and subsequent industrial deployment of Hybrid Fiber Coax (HFC) video (CATV) and 
internet distribution (cable modem access).  

 
• Prof. Lau assumed the role of chief scientist at Ortel Corp., during the period when the company developed 

the CATV fiber optic transmission subsystem products which dominated the industry, thus paving the way 
for large scale deployment of Hybrid Fiber Coax (HFC) infrastructure, on which present day superior and 
popular CATV services and cable modem internet access depends. 

 
 


